
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi  

1710–1736  
Despite his short life, Pergolesi was one of 
the most important early composers 
of opera buffa (comic opera). His opera 
seria, Il prigionier superbo, contained the 
buffa intermezzo, La serva padrona (The 
Servant Mistress), which became a very 
popular work in its own right. When it was 
performed in Paris in 1752, it prompted 
the so-called Querelle des Bouffons 
(quarrel of the comic actors) between 
supporters of serious French opera such 

as Jean-Baptiste Lully and Jean-Philippe 

Rameau and supporters of new Italian 
comic opera, for which Pergolesi was held 
up as the model. The two short operas 
offered here are, in fact, both intermezzi, 
short pieces performed after the first and second acts of opera seria. The 
intermezzo had no connection to plot of the opera seria, nor did the same 
singers perform them.    
 
Boutique Opera is a non-profit organisation dedicated to providing 
operatic, choral and other performing opportunities for singers in the 
greater Wellington area. Founded in 2002 by Ian Graham, and Lesley 
Graham, a Wellington-based singing teacher and past-President of 
NEWZATS, Boutique Opera offers stage experience to singers ranging in 
experience from novices, to professionals affiliated with New Zealand Opera.  
 
This is Boutique Opera’s ninth major production, after Shakespeare as You 
Like it (2002), Comus (2002), Gilbert & Sullivan Favourites (2004), Dido and 
Aeneas (2005), King Arthur (2007), Trans-Atlantic (2009), Mid-Winter Mozart 

(2010), and Tom Jones (2011).  
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St Andrew’s on the Terrace  

28 February & 1 March 2015



Livietta e Tracollo (Livietta and Tracollo) 

 

Livietta    Barbara Graham 

Tracollo   Charles Wilson  

Fulvia    Stacey O’Brien 

Faccenda   Roger Wilson 
Piano Accordionist  Jonathan Berkahn  

 
Synopsis 

Dressed as a French peasant boy, Livietta, with her friend Fulvia, 

plans to lure Tracollo into a trap and punish him because he has 
robbed and almost killed Livietta’s brother. Tracollo and his 

servant Faccenda, approach the women. Livietta pretends to be just 

waking up and catches Tracollo trying to steal Fulvia’s jewellery. 

Livietta reveals herself and is determined to have Tracollo arrested, 

whereupon he pleads for mercy, and promises to marry her. 

Although this is Livietta’s greatest wish, she turns him down. 
Tracollo escapes justice by pretending to be mad, and disguises 

himself as an astrologer. To test his supposed unsoundness of 

mind, Livietta pretends to succumb to his magical powers. Tracollo 

is delighted with this result, but eventually Livietta gets tired of this 

game and confronts Tracollo. After some discussion, they swear to 
marry, and vow eternal love and faithfulness. 
 

Livietta and Tracollo counts among the most popular intermezzi of the 
eighteenth century and was performed on numerous Italian stages 
and in other European countries for more than twenty years. It was 
premiered with Pergolesi’s Adriano in Siria during the festivities for 
the birthday of Queen Elizabeth of Spain in 1734, at the Teatro San 
Bartolo in Naples. 
 

 

Livietta e Tracollo will be followed by an Interval of 20 minutes  

 

 

Costumes for Livietta e Tracollo were made by Jane Craven and:  

 

Josiene Liesbeth van Maarseveen  

Costume design and construction 

For historical, fantasy and sci-fi costumes 

ElisabethvM.com 
ElisabethvM@live.com 
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La serva padrona (The Servant Mistress) 

 

Uberto    Roger Wilson 

Serpina   Barbara Graham 

Vespone (Tempest)  Charles Wilson 
Orchestra   Jonathan Berkahn (keyboard) 

    Alix Schultze (violin) 

    Salina Fisher (violin) 
Synopsis 

Uberto, an elderly bachelor, is angry and impatient with his maid-
servant, Serpina, because she has not brought him his chocolate. 

Serpina has become so arrogant that she thinks she is the mistress 

of the household. Indeed, when Uberto calls for his hat, cane and 

coat, Serpina forbids him to leave the house, adding that from now 

on he will have to obey her orders. Panicked, Uberto orders Vespone 

to find him a woman—no matter how ugly—to marry so that he can 
rid himself of Serpina. Serpina convinces Vespone to trick Uberto 

into marrying her. She informs Uberto that she is to marry a 

military man named Captain Tempest. Vespone arrives, disguised 

as Tempest, and without saying a word demands 4,000 crowns as a 

dowry. Uberto refuses to pay such a sum. Tempest threatens him, 
demanding that Uberto either pay the dowry or marry the girl 

himself. Uberto agrees to marry Serpina. Serpina and Vespone 

reveal their trick, but Uberto realises that he has loved her all along. 

They will marry after all, and Serpina will now be the true mistress 

of the household. 

 

La serva padrona was originally an intermezzo to Pergolesi’s opera 
seria, Il prigionier superbo (The Proud Prisoner). The two were 
premiered on 5 September 1733, the first performance after an 
earthquake in Naples had caused the closure of all its theatres. Their 
performance celebrated the birthday of the Empress of Habsburg.  

Il prigionier superbo was unsuccessful in its day and is not a 
recognised title in today’s operatic repertoire. Eventually the two 
pieces were separated, and La serva padrona went on to enjoy 
fame throughout Europe for years after its premiere. Its 
characters were appealingly relatable to any audience, namely 
the cunning maid and her aging master. La serva padrona is 
often seen as the quintessential piece that bridges the gap from 
the Baroque to the Classical period. Owing to its importance, 
over time it came to be known as more than just an intermezzo 
and was performed as a stand-alone work. 
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